. Can. J. Chem. 66, 2279 (1988) Ab initio molecular orbital and Moiler-Plesset perturbation theory calculations have been carried out on two model dithiatriazines RCN3S2 (R = H, NH2). With geometry optimization and the inclusion of electron correlation both of these dithiatriazines are predicted to be ground state singlets. Both molecules have low-lying triplet excited states, with energy gaps of 6.6 (R = H) and 13.0 (R = NH2) kcal mol-'. The singlet dithiatriazines distort from high (C2J to low (C,) symmetry, and these changes are important in determining the relative energies of the singlet and triplet molecules. The structural distortions experienced by these molecules are related to Hartree-Fock and Jahn-Teller instabilities in other thiazene heterocycles.
Introduction
Since the inception of the Huckel 4n + 2 rule (1) chemists have been intrigued by molecular systems that violate it. Traditionally the concepts of aromaticity and anti-aromaticity (2) have been associated with organic chemistry, but the ideas are a2
no less relevant to inorganic frameworks. Studies of the chemistry of heterocyclic thiazenes have, in particular, provided considerable conceptual and experimental information as to the relative stabilities, both kinetic and thermodynamic, of 4n and Huckel rule as a guideline for molecular ~t a b i l i t~, and correctl~ inCoToration of a less electronegative atom E , and its effect on ground predicted the existence of the planar 101~-electron S3N3-anion.
state multiplicity.
The degree of aromatic character in this, and other binary SN rings, with both 4n + 2 and 4n =-electron counts, has recently been probed by Gimarc, Jurie, and Trinajstie (4), who extended the concept of Dewar resonance energies (5) to these "electronrich" IT-systems.
While adherence to the 4n + 2 rule is the norm in SN chemistry, there are both old and new examples of exceptions. The cage-like structure of S4N4 (6) itself has long been used to demonstrate, in a somewhat a posteriori way, one possible fate of a high symmetry anti-aromatic (121~) system, i.e. to distort to lower symmetry (7) . Heterocycles of the general formula EN3S2 have also attracted attention. Generically, these dithiatriazine rings (E = R2P, SO2-, RC) can all be considered as derivatives of the anti-aromatic SIT-electron S3N3+ cation. Ab initio molecular orbital (MO) studies have confirmed a triplet ground state for this latter species (in D3h symmetry),
by virtue of the "high spin" occupancy of the degenerate e" orbitals (see Fig. 1 ) (8) . This degeneracy is lifted by the replacement of one (charged) sulphur atom with an isoelectronic fragment E; the two e" orbitals transform, in C2u symmetry, as bl and a2 representations. With an electropositive perturbation the bl MO energy is raised relative to the a2, which is nodal at the heteroatom site. With large perturbations, as expected for E = R2P 1 (9) and SO2-2 (lo), the bl-a2 splitting is sufficient to favour a "low spin" singlet ground state. In the solid state these compounds are monomeric, albeit with structures quite distorted from ideal C2u symmetry; their intense low energy absorption bands (ca. 550 nm) have been assigned to a bl-a2 excitation.
In the case of an S+/CR replacement, the orbital electronegativity difference is less acute, and the energetic separation between the high (triplet) and low (singlet) spin states cannot be anticipated readily from purely one-electron arguments. MNDO calculations on a variety of model RCN3S2 derivatives 3 (R = H, NH2, F, Ph) favour the triplet by 12-15 kcal mol-' (1 1).
Interestingly, analogous calculations on the isoelectronic thiatriazine anion H2C2N3SP, 4 (R = H) predict the singlet to be considerably more stable than the triplet (by 28 kcal mol-I) (12) . Hartree-Fock-Slater (HFS) results on 3 have been far from definitive (13) ; convergence to a singlet ground state could only be achieved for R = NH2, and no data on the corresponding triplet was provided.
Efforts to prepare discrete RCN3S2 species have had mixed success. The reduction of RCN3S2C12 (R = CF3 (14) and NMe2 (13b)) has afforded red solid materials with the anticipated (for 3) elemental and/or mass spectral analysis, but no structural or molecular weight data were reported. The reduction of PhCN3S2C12, 5, also leads to a compound with the correct empirical composition (eq. [I]) (1 1). In this case, however, the structure of the product has been established crystallographically as the cofacial dimer 6, in which two PhCN3S2 s e fused through two long S---S contacts (mean length 2.527 A).
[l] Ph<N-s$~ N-S'
As part of ongoing studies of heterocyclic thiazenes, in particular the electronic and molecular structures of 4n T-systems, we have been anxious to remove some of the uncertainties surrounding the electronic structures of monomeric dithiatriazines, 3. In the present paper we provide the results of a series of a b initio MO and electron correlation calculations, the latter using Moller-Plesset (MP) perturbation theory, on two model compounds 3 (R = H and NH2). Our purpose has been to study the relative stabilities of the singlet and triplet states of these models, and also to ascertain what kind of internal structural changes might alter the energetic balance between the two multiplicities.
Computational methods Ab initio calculations were carried out with the MONSTER-GAUSS (15) version of GAUSSIAN80 adapted to the UNIX operating system of a SUN 31160 workstation and with GAUS-SIAN82 (16) running on a VAX 1 11785. Geometries for the lowest closed shell singlet and triplet states were optimized at the SCF level (UHF for the triplets) employing gradient methods. The STO-3G* basis set (17) was used in the geometry optimizations as it has been found to give reasonable geometries for such molecules as S3N3- (18) and for cyclic phosphazenes (19) . Stationary point geometries were checked as to their nature (minima, transition structures) by analytic evaluation of the harmonic vibrational frequencies. The effects of basis set extension were examined by use of the 3-21G* basis (20) at the STO-3G* geometries. The effects of electron correlation which are expected to be crucial in determining the relative stabilities of any pair of singlet and triplet species were included by Moller-Plesset perturbation theory through third order (MP2, MP3) (21, 22 wavefunctions for the singlet state H-substituted dithiatriazine, 3 (R = H) at the STO-3G* optimized equilibrium geometries (C2u and C,) were performed using the codes of Seeger and Pople (23) available as a part of GAUSSIAN82.
Results

Geometries and vibrational frequencies
The STO-3G* SCF optimized geometries for 3 (R = H and NH2) are presented in Fig. 2 . In S3N3-, assuming D3/, symmetry, the STO-3G* basis predicts an SN distance of 1.6 16 A (18) , in very reasona!le agreement with experimental values (range 1.584-1.626 A) (24) . Thus, although the optimized geometries for 3 (R = H and NH2) originate from relatively small basis sets, they can be inferred to be reasonably accurate relative to the (unknown) experimental geometries of monomeric dithiatriazines.
The harmonic vibrational frequencies for the dithiatriazines are reported in Tables 1 and 2 . These frequencies are not so much predictions of experimental results as they are conclusive demonstrations that at the STO-3G* SCF level both of the singlet dithiatriazines are unstable to geometrical distortions (note the imaginary b2 frequencies) from CZu to C, nuclear frameworks. In the case of singlet H2NCN3S2 (CZU), a second imaginary frequency (bl) is associated with pyramidalization of the tricoordinate nitrogen of the NH2 group. Such a distortion is plausible but is not of energetic consequence. Further geometry optimization was thus performed with a planarity constraint.
Clearly the most interesting geometrical results are the rather The triplet electronic state C2, minima have geometries which are somewhat "looser" (longer SN and CN ring bond lengths) than the singlet C2, structures. The bond distances in the Hand NH2-substituted triplet models are remarkably similar.
The singlet-triplet energy gap in dithiatriazines Table 3 summarizes the total energies and energies relative to the C, singlet minima for both dithiatriazine models at four levels of computation, STO-3G* SCF, 3-21G" SCF, 3-21G" MP2, and 3-21G* MP3. The geometries correspond to those specified in Figs. 2 and 3 , i.e. STO-3G* SCFoptirnized structures.
Basis set limitations and truncation of the perturbation series at third order notwithstanding, the localized (C,) singlet is more stable than the delocalized (C2,) version. The relative energies vary with the level of calculation, the C, form being favoured by 13 to 18 kcal mol-' for R = H and by 7 to 11 kcal mol-' for R = NH2. The best predictions are 14.3 (R = H) and 11.3 (R = NH,) kcal mol-for the exothennicities of the distortions from C2, to Cs symmetry. These differences were slightly reduced, e.g. from 14.3 to 11.4 kcal mol-' for R = H, when the STO-3G* harmonic frequencies were used to calculate the zero point energies of the C2, and C, forms.
Of considerable interest is the ground state multiplicity of simple monomeric dithiatriazines. With the inclusion of electron correlation by MP2 and MP3 calculations, which is essential in comparing states with different numbers of unpaired electrons, both dithiatriazine models are predicted to be singlet stable. The singlet/triplet separation is 6.6 kcal mol-' for R = H (4.0 kcal mol-' if zero point energies are used), and increases to 13.0 kcal mol-' for R = NH2; the difference can be attributed to the T-donor properties of the NH2 group, which lead to conjugative destabilization of the bl MO (Fig. 1) and hence double occupancy of the a2 MO.
Discussion
The term "electron-rich", which pervades many discussions of the electronic structures of heterocycles comprised of catenated -S=N-units, emphasizes the importance of T-electron count on overall molecular stability; increased occupation of anti-bonding T*-levels reduces overlap populations. At the same time T-electron repulsion is increased, but since the extent of these interactions is not easily extracted from the total electronic energy, explicit discussion of their involvement tends to be avoided. There is another, also often overlooked, aspect of the electronic structures of SN heterocycles that contributes to their fragility, and that is the extent of electron repulsion between the in-plane non-bonding orbitals, the "lone pairs" on sulphur and nitrogen. The destabilizing influence of such lone 
Total energies
Relative energies pair interactions in molecules constructed from the later first and second row elements (e.g. nitrogen halides) has long been recognized (25) . The large endothermic heats of formation of SN compounds, e.g. 110 kcal mol-' for S4N4 (26) , are direct manifestations of this effect. It is prudent, therefore, to remember that thiazine heterocycles are a-electron-rich as well as IT-electron-rich; the associated electronic instabilities in both systems can influence molecular structure. Frequently, however, it is more appealing to ascribe major structural changes to IT-effects. The structural dichotomy observed for 1,5-dithiatetrazocines provides a useful example. These compounds can be planar, e.g. 8, or puckered, e.g. 9,
depending on the nature of the exocyclic ligand (27) . The distortion is conveniently rationalized as being driven by a second order Jahn-Teller (SOJT) instability (28) in the IT system. Accordingly ring puckering is precipitated by the destabilizing influence of IT-donor ligands at the 13-positions (29), and consequent mixing of the high lying IT-HOMO with a low-lying virtual a-orbital (Fig. 3) (30) .
In the case of the dithiatriazine system HCN3S2, the observed slippage from CZU into C, symmetry (eq. [2] ) maintains the U/IT distinction. The interpretative problem that arises is to decide whether the symmetry lowering is driven by instabilities in the a-system, the IT-system, or a combination of both. These issues have been highlighted by several recent papers by BCnard, Laidlaw, and Paldus (31) in which they have probed the symmetry breaking (32) of the Hartree-Fock (HF) wavefunctions of several binary rings (e.g. S3N3-, S4N4'+, S2N2) when all the SN bonds are stretched to a length about 20% greater than their equilibrium values. They concluded that the mixing of occupied and unoccupied a-orbitals was at least as important as the more easily anticipated IT*/IT* process.
As in the dithiatetrazocine system noted above, the T-instability rationalization in 3 is conceptually appealing. The conventional SOJT description for the C2, to C, distortion involves a mixing of the frontier IT*-orbitals, specifically the a2 HOMO and b, LUMO to yield two a" orbitals (Fig. 1) . This view is supported by analysis of the changes in these two orbitals as the distortion proceeds (Fig. 4) . Of particular note is (i) the large change in the orbital eigenvalues as the two orbitals mix, i.e. A < A', and (ii) the change in the eigenvector coefficients, in particular those of the lower orbital, whose bonding and antibonding properties reflect, broadly speaking, the bond localization apparent in the valence bond representation 7.
In order to relate our results to those of BCnard, Laidlaw, and Paldus (31), we tested the STO-3G* HF wavefunctions of HCN3S2 at both the CZu and C, calculated equilibrium geometries for instabilities by following the methods of Seeger and Pople (23) . In both geometries the wavefunctions were singlet stable. Such a result is in complete agreement with the earlier work on S3N3-, S4N4'+, and S2N2 (3 l), where the wavefunctions were always stable at the optimized equilibrium geometries, and showed broken symmetry solutions only when the SN bond lengths were increased.
In the light of these results the HF stability of the CZU wavefunction of HCN3S2 was further examined by uniformly increasing all bond lengths by 20% and retesting the wavefunction. The wavefunction was still stable. In assessing the significance of this result it is important to recall from the earlier work that symmetry breaking was only observed from a high symmetry point group, i.e. D3h, D4h, or DZh, down to CZU (31). Instabilities involving a CZU to C, symmetry loss could not be induced, even at large SN separations. In the dithiatriazines studies here we have "chemically" broken the symmetry relative to S3N3+ by introducing the CR group in place of S+. Viewed in this way it is not surprising that a HF instability in HCN3S2 leading to a C, wavefunction appears difficult to obtain. 
Conclusion
Singlet C2" dithiatriazines have been demonstrated to be unstable with respect to a distortion of the nuclear framework to C, symmetry. There has been speculation that in any system a H F symmetry breaking instability in the electronic wavefunction may drive a nuclear framework distortion (33). Indeed a formal relationship between the relaxation component of the negative force constant in the SOJT distortion mechanism and the HF stability matrix has been derived (34) . However, it would appear from both the results of this work and the distinctions drawn earlier (31) between H F instabilities and JahnTeller effects that a nuclear distortion conventionally rationalized by the SOJT model need not require a HF instability, nor does a HF instability imply a SOJT distortion.
There is, to date, no evidence for monomeric dithiatriazines 3. The structural characterization of the dimer 6 shows that, at least for this derivative, the formation of two weak interannular S---S bonds is energetically preferred to a valence bond "slump" (lo), i.e. slippage of delocalized rings 3 into the low symmetry form 7. Such a conclusion would perhaps not be too surprising to an organic chemist; the dimerization of 3 (R = Ph) represents the fate of many strongly anti-aromatic species, i.e. to self-associate.
